
WINE RACK STREAMLINE S2 FOR 30, 60, 90,
36, 72 OR 108 BOTTLES 

     
     
     

 Reference: EVS230      

 

The S2 simple exposure racks for 30, 60, 90, 36, 72, or 108 bottles, allow you to
store 1, 2 or 3 bottles of wine in depth, horizontally, making it easy to see the
labels of the bottles in the first row.

 

   

Product description:  

The streamline exposure wine racks allow the display of wine bottle labels and
their horizontal storage. They are made of anodized aluminum and the ends of the
sides are in natural oak. There are 6 configurations, whose capacities vary
according to the dimensions, hence the main images of these products are
examples, as they vary a little, depending on the depth and height chosen.

These wine racks can have3 types of depth:
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9 cm or 90 mm for 1 bottle;
19 cm or 190 mm for 2 bottles;
29 cm or 290 mm for 3 bottles.

They also have2 types of fixation available , to adapt the wine cellar to your
space:

fixation to the ceiling, allows you to create a partition in a space if
necessary;
or fixation to the wall, if you want to take advantage of the free space of a
wall.

In summary, the available configurations are the following:

WINE RACK FOR 30 BOTTLES S2 | Dimensions: L x W x H mm: 730 x 90 x
2100 | Refª. EVS230
WINE RACK FOR 60 BOTTLES S2 | Dimensions: L x W x H mm: 730 x 190 x
2100 | Refª. EVS260
WINE RACK FOR 90 BOTTLES S2 | Dimensions: L x W x H mm: 730 x 290 x
2100 | Refª. EVS290
WINE RACK FOR 36 BOTTLES S2 | Dimensions: L x W x H mm: 730 x 90 x
2300 | Refª. EVS236
WINE RACKS FOR 72 BOTTLES S2 | Dimensions: L x W x H mm: 730 x 190 x
2300 | Refª. EVS272
WINE RACK FOR 108 BOTTLES S2 | Dimensions: L x W x H mm: 730 x 290 x
2300 | Refª. EVS2108

Telescopic legs ensure a perfect fit and can be customized to another height. If
you need one of these configurations to be higher than 2300 mm, please contact
info@garrafeiras.pt, indicating the size you need.

At an extra cost, you can change the model to black anodized aluminum, or order
the natural walnut finishes. Request a quote via info@garrafeiras.pt

The wine rack is delivered disassembled with instructions manual.

All these products are manufactured upon customer request, therefore delivery
may take approximately 20 week days.

These wine racks have 5 years warranty.
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